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I am quite sure that many 02 our contemporary actors and directors

not infrequently as): mcmcclvon who: who thcatro o! the tuturo will b:

like and what the work in it will lnvclvc.

The future of the theatre and tho them-m of tho future um matters

that soon to mo of tho utmont importance. 1 will, thoroibro, try In

my talk thin qvcnlng to lmpcrt to you ccma of my dream: and some of

my thoughts on the theatre of hho future and, mom specifically, on

the actor and the director of the future.

In what way will thalr work differ from aura 7 It. will differ in

more than one way.

In tho first place, our colleagues of the future will be more

conscious of the creative processes than the actors and directors of
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today. They will b: aware that tho creative proccao must go through

POUR definite staged: every stage has its own put-poo;- and every stage

producaa its own recults, which are all indispensable to the wholoaomc

completion of a creative work. To b: more of and to know the lawn govern-

ing this process is to be abln to apply it in order that it may bear fruit.

THE FOUR STAGES OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS

ML’l'l‘ ARE THEY?

In order to have an idea about the first of 12th Magoo, let

us recollect what it was that lived in our souls when we were still very

young and possibly drean'cd of the stage only secretly.

You will probably agree with m if I say that what lived in our

souls then was. first: an anticipation of something beautiful (though

vnsuc) that woo to happcn in the future. nut our anticipation and longing

were but signs - but outward indications - of what wax: going on in the

hidden depths of our souls. in those depths which are closed to our every-

day consciousness. (‘u‘ithout our knowing it, a powerful creative proces:

was already going on in us.

Our childish or adolescent soulo blindly fell in love with life,

with some certain ommclu of life, and instinctively collected. eliminated.

assorted and shaped the "swterial" offered by life itself. Our young zoula

did not as yet know life, and did not understand it consciously. All 1:22

precious finding of our soula dwelt in the hidden depths which are closed

to everyday conflciousnusu. It was there, in those deptho. that Lhe

creative process of tailoring life. the process of subconsciouu training

for the coming conscious living. was taking place. The first stage 01.

any creative process is nothing more and nothing; less than the
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same subconuclouu proccss that took place in our souls when we were

children. The only difference (a that now we are applying it In our labors

over an artistic work oi one kind or another.

Actors and directors of tha future will make thzlr first acquulnL-

ance with a play in a runner identical with Ihe way in which the soul of

a child receives the first. impreanlonu of Ilia around It. Thair first

reading of a script will be ulmllur to the way in which a child "reads"

successive events of life. The actors and directoru of the future. in

approaching their creative tasks, will lay grant stream on the imprcsalono

they receive from the vcry first reading at a play.

While reading the play (which is to be produced), they will cun-

ucioucly and purposely abandon themselvcu to the flrut lmprcanion. like m

the vague but strong anticipation of the beauty of the coming produch’on

and performance. And with all their being!) they will long for that prod-

uction and performance.

And Just as children do not react to the life that surrounds

them with cold and calculating mz-ntulltlco. so will they consciously

and purposcly wrest themselves free from cold and calculating mental

reactions to plays. With all their bclnga, with all the pow-2am of their

will. with all their :mmlblliricu. they w'll absorbc the flrat Impres-

sions of a script. In the dcpthn cf their souls, life will occur,

creation will bcgln.

They will be conscious of the condition that (an in the case of

Lhc chld) it must take place ln_thc subconscious. or shall I say in the

auper-conuclous regions of their soulu. They will know hrx-I not to waddle

or tamper with the unfalhy‘lgd processes of the 'Jub- or super-conscious

selves. 'lhay will abandon themselves to the first impression of :he
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play and will react to its spirit. to its atmosphere, as one reeeta to

music.

They will find themselves ateoped in the tragic. lyrical. melo-

dramatic or humorous world. depending on the kind of play they are to

work upon.

In the first period the nature will feel - or rather. anticipate -

but only in their general aopeeta. the matiniea of their characters,

their flights and dcunfallo. their happineoo and misery. They will feel

the evil and the good forces that influence the march of events in the

play, and so on. They will experience the play like one well-integrated

whole. still without details or nuanced. They will knot: that thin is

characteristic of tm firat period, the period of the first impregnation

of the soul. which will later give birth to a work of art in all its de-

taila. And just as the soul of a lad falls in love with the creative

themed of life itself. so will the soul of the actor and director fall

in love with the creative theme of the forthcoeling work.

This first creative period in the period of firat love. and

woe to the artist wha'ilaea not know this period. He will pay :4: 3": ~31 dearly

for such an attitude. We. the actors and directoro of today. are continu-

ouoly paying the penalty for neglecting to wait patiently through flu

period of anticipation. we want to play our parts or produce our plays

ivrmediataly. applying; crude physical mono and methods. We do not fall

in love with the futurex we take crudely of the present. 1e are afraid

of spending time on the first period of love and anticipation. We must

hurry. The circumstaneea of our daily life demand thia of us and we ig-

nore and skip this tender period. But this is not even what people call

practical, because, an a result of skipping the first period, we invariably
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lose more time during subsequent periods.

We live througa agonieo. we lose Limb and energy during the nub—

:cqucnt pcriodo of creation in quest of something that we arc missing and

cannot find. (5';- do not realize that this something is our firm! love that

died of neglect, the neglected firot period of super-conscious creativcncsa.

Now let us ask ourcolvco: when does this first period of love and

anticipation and and when_doco the second one begin?

There are no exact linen of demarcation hemccn them. The advance

from one otug: into another in a matter of the actor’s: or dircctor'o inner

tact. During a certain period both processor: go on nimultancously, supple-

menting and helping each other.

The second period should include active and conscious marching,

selection and elaboration of the «otcriol for dctoilo and nunnceo. for these,

in the flrot period, did not oxiot. It should also includ: the shaping of

the parts and. finally. the shaping of the entire production and perform-

ance no a whole - but only in the imagination, only on mobile, living

imagoo of the fancy. It is there. and not in the world of realities that

the production and performance. with all details and nuances, must first

ripen and be born.

Thcy will reveal. themselves gradually from that intfigvalcd. con-

sistent whole which was created during thc first super-conscious period

of anticipation.

Evon in the beginning. during the first reading of a ploy, future

vorticipantu in the performance mum react to it through their imaginnriono

and not through their intellects. In the second stage‘ their imaginations

betrom more and more enriched. Now. when they are ready to advance from

one atuga to the next, their immediate problem is to Luring to life all

the images of their fancy.
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How can they accomplish this? By letting the entire ploy, act

ailer act. scene after suene, pass through their imaginations so often

and for so long that the imageo will acquire independent life. These

irrageu will begin to appear before them. as it were. demonstrating them-

selves. their actions. their characters and charactdrietico. 'i'here will

come a time when these irragco will begin to recite their monologues and~

play their sconce before them. Having thus given life to the imageu of

their fancy. the actoro and directors go into discueoion with them.

They continuously and systematically put questiono to the living images

of iheir fancies. They ask queutions and get answero.

What does it mean to put a question to an image of one's fancy

and get an anmier? it means to be able to develop in one‘e soul such a

strong deeirc to see the image in a certain position, state or action,

that the image will actually begin to obey. it begina to champ. to

take on a new, well-defined, clear-cut form and u new content underlthe

influence of thin strong deuire or of a question that in put to it.

And then it will appear before the urtiot in juot the countenance he

wanted to see. And the more concrete the questiono. the more concrete

the unmero. The aetoro will be able to use this marvellous ability

of the imageu.

The actor will have no need to make up or evolve his image by

artificial means. lie will have to oak the product of his imagination:

"How do you walk? How do you speak? How do you carry your hands. your

head? iiow do you behave in anger, in joy? How do you love’" To these

questiono the actor will get concrete and definite rcpliea irom what

seems to be the intangible world of images. He will be able to see

not only the outward countenance and Conduct of his image: he will expor-
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fence and also see his emotions and his soul. In the world at creative

fancy one can see and hear not only outward torn-.5; one can also see and

hear emotions, experiences, and ideas.

The idea of the play may also be conceived and seen in the form

of an artistic image.

Day in, day out. the actoro will contemplate their images. and

they will change and improve them by questions.

This work of the second ntugc is carried on not only by each one

of tlmxn separately: they also collaborate on it during rehearsals that

are conducted by the director. The director puts a number of well-considered

questions to the world of images and the actors contemplate the images that

appear as answers to the qucationa of the director. The pertinent and well-

syatematized questions of the director stimulate the imagination of the

aciors in the direction of one all-embracing artistic goal: towards the

creation of one whole, harmoniouo image of the performance and of each

and every role as well. All thin atill takes place in the imagination.

The final goal of all thia work in the concrete realization of

the play in actual scenic forms in mice-en-sc‘enea. sounds, colors, move-

n‘cnt‘, lighting, and so on and so forth. In order to select the true

colors, farms. and sounds and blend them into a performance. it is nec-

essary to have a clear conception of what should be selected and how to

30 about the process of selection. It is necesanry to have an image, a

design, a pattern that is to be followed throughout the process of select-

ion and the blending of the component elements. And the performance which

has hcen created in the imagination is the vcry design and the very

pattern that ie to be followed. This is the essence of the creative work

during the second stage.
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If this work is followed through. the actor will invariably arrive

at a point where he will begin to feel, "i cannot help giving actual life

to the image of my fancy. i see and hear this image so clearly and so

fully. i sympathize with its model. i cry with its team. I am happy with

its joys. I ache with its pains. l have so much profound love for it that

I cannot help giving expmaoion to it through my own body. with the aid of

my own voice. my own genturea. my own aoul."

Rehearsala are a joyful necesoity to him and not a burdencon-c duty

as they are to moot actors today who can: equipped only with a for: type-

written papa of their linen. and nothing more. without any kind of image

in his mind. without knowing what to do and hot: to do it. why and hot) to

ho happy or angry. why and how to love or to hate, the actor again and again

n‘akea determined efforts to evolve :oxrething. But he doca not know what

he is searching for: h: doea not know uhom to peroonify hecauca he haa no

image. he hno no pattern. He lacko the joyful urge to give exprcuoiun

to his huge because he actually haa none.

Thia concludes the second period of the creative work of the

actor.

The third stage arrivca organically. an if of itself. It springs

from the urge of the actor to put his entire being at the disposal of

the image of hin fancy. The third period is the period of the imperson-

ation of the image.

How will the actor go about accomplishing the work of this

period? Looking into the world of his imagination, he will receive

from it impulsen for the impersonation of the image of his part. it

will of neceeaity begin coming in fragments. He will cautiously begin
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to act as if he were imitating the image of bio own fancy. He will find-

tate the gestures of his handa. his mavemnta, hia figure. hla walk. hia

voice. lie will lmitate his worries and hid joya; that in, he will sym-

pathize with them to the fulleat extent. so that sympathy will gradually

take on the anpecta of that particular emotion which we would call the

artistic emotion of the atagc.

At thia point permit me to say in panning, that the emotiena of

the personal reality of ana'a everyday Ufc will always make an inartlatic

impreaalon on the atage. The reality of the stage. juot like reality in

all art. in quite different from the reality of everyday life. The real

and truly artiatic imareaaion will be achieved only by projecting thoec

emotions which aprlng from compacalan. born out of living in sympathy

with the urtlatic image (created during the second stage).

After imitating one'a own image only in parka, the actor will

gradually begin to imitate larger and larger acrtlana of his role.

Gradually the time will come when he will be able to imitate; eaally.

freely, heartily. and ordently the full image of Mo role.

And Juot an in the remand period of the work the participants

would com together to rehearse. now too. during this period of work on

the impersonation of the images of fancy, the director will conduct and

direct the trend of the rehearsal.

In his prcaence and In the presence of all the garticlpenta,

the actora imitate their (wages freely. selecting such momenta and epi-

sodes of the llfe of their image an they feel like. In such a manner

they acquaint one another and their director with the character and line

of their individual creative powers. But the director not only famili-

arlzca himself with the character of the creative powers of hla actors;
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as in the second period of the work. he puts questions to tho images of

the uctoro' fancy. In the third stage. however. the actors must see the

unmcro not only in the world of imugoc. but must also impersonate and

imitate with warmth these answers in the presence of the director and

all the other actors. The director also imitates before the actors the

imagca of his own fancy. He gives. thereby, to the entire work one

general track and direction. Thuo. gradually. a comrodcly artistic con~

tact among all the participants of tha performance in eotsblished and

th: cctoro come closer and closer to the director's ideal of the coming,

performance.

It is obvious that undcr this method of work the director is not

a despot who would squelch tho free will of the actor. but his friend

and golds.

Under such a method of work the director will not inject anything

that lo alien to the actor's soul and his crcotivo impulses. He will

guide tn:- actor in keeping with the actor's mm creative urges. The

director will continually roccivs hio imroooiono of tho sotor‘o work

and will respect and endeavor to make th: boot possible use of them

for tho good of the perform—moo no 0 whole.

Thun. day in. day out. scene after scene and not after act

will emerge.

Then the solemn triumphant moment will come - the moment when

the entire play is Impersonator} and when it can be rehcarsed in proper

sequence from the beginning to the end.

But even than the actors continue to keep before their inner eye

the image which they followed faithfully through their preceding labors.

By now this image is so clear-cut. so concrete and strong, so luminous.
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that the actor cannot part with it even if he wants to. Hie crdation.

the image of his fancy, will stay with him continually and will guide

him throughout the rehearsals as the fixed object of him imitations.

And. in the course of the third period. the image gradually

masters the body and soul of the actor. The images take ooosesoion of

them, as it were. It descends into them and uses them in order to reveal

itself through them.

The third part of this creative work makes obvious the importance

of the actor developing and training all his outward and inward powers.

The image that the actor created in his Imagination may very well

be a perfect and heoutiful expression of what he wanted to convey through

it, but it will rerrain in the world of fancy, without ever finding real

expression on the stage, if the actor has an undeveloped. rigid body

and uncultivated outward means of expression.

The theatrical pedagogy of the future will emphatically reject

the mechanical means (employed today) in the development of actors.

In developing its exercioes for the warning of actors, the new

theatrical pedagogy will always hear in mind one very important prin-

Ciple. It will bear in mind that the essence of the actor's art is:

to convey, with the aid of his body and all his outer means of expression.

the inner spiritual facts and events; to give expreseion to the author's

idea, to the director's idea. and to the idea of his own self.

In order to accomplish. this, the outer means of expreesion of the

actor must be permeated by the power of a living spirit. By this I mean

that they must be trained through the kind of exercises that will culti-

vate the body of the actor simultaneously with the developing of his soul.

This means that each physical exercise must be an exercise for the soul

as well.
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As the actor of the future will begin the development of his

outward means, he will at the same time develop hia soul. He will find

means for this. He will open hio soul to those qualitieo found in the

works of the great masters, to the high qualities of compaeaion and

love. He will not be ashamed to seek the knowledge of spiritual truths,

facts, and beings; he will know that an long as one remaina an the earth

and on the earth only, one can create nothing that is of significance

and value. Day in, day out, he will only repeat and copy - in the same

coloro, forma, gestures. and sounds-the facts of life surrounding him.

Without spiritual cognizance he will not be able to produce

originality, he will have nothing new to say as an artist; it will be

his lot to portray crude noturalism, which, in truth, is not very far

removed from plain photography.

The fourtdh and last period of oreotiveneas cornea of itself.

It cannot be brought about forcibly; it must he waited for. And it will

come soon enough if the work of the firat three periods was rightly done.

The fourth period is that of inspiration. A miracle happens. The image

of fancy, so carefully and lovingly created by the artiot, diaappeara.

The picture he imagindd is no more; the actor does not see it any more

and cannot imitate it any longer. Instead, the image entered him,

became one with him‘: And he does not have to imitate it any more. It

lives and works by itself in the soul of the actor. It moves with his

hands and feet - speaks with his voice — laughs and cries with him.

It creates itself within him. This is a moment of greatest happiness

to the actor; through his labors he reaches inspiration ,1 The image

he created entered him and lives within him, inspiring his every
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movement , his every step on the stage. The actor does not do anything

himself. He makes no effort to perform or to play - it all happens of

itself

He is free. He feels a certain ease and freedom because he

daea not act himaelf. but that image within him, which he created dur-

ing the first three periods of creation. A miracle came to pass: the

image created become one with its actor-creator.

But this is only one side of the miracle. There is another side.

When the created image became one with the actor, a new self-realization

was born within him It in the height of bliss for the actor living

through this new self-realization,
this new "I“ that burst within him.

His creative individuality
frees itself in the moment of in-

spiration from the bands of his body. The actor is aware of the presence

in him of his own creative spirit. His creative spirit, his creative

"I," freeing itself. becomes the observer, spectator. and witness of his

own playing on the stage. He is able to observe his own playing. He

can tranquilly and clearly see, feel, and realize all that is taking

place within himself, as well as in his surroundings.
He sees his

acting. He watches it eagerly, so with a thousand eyes. H5 is on the

stage, at the some time he is backstage, he is in the audétoriom, in

the orchestra, on the gallery; he is everywhere. His creative "I" is

free to observe his own creation.

It is a great untruth when actors say that in a moment of in-

spiration they forget themselves: that they do not know what they are

doing; that they can break the furniture. choke their partners on the

boards. They disclaim responsibility
for their actions because they

were visited by inspiration. No, this is not inspiration. This is
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obsession. This is a dangerous, sickly condition. This is the path to

hysteria. to a nervous breakdmm.

True inspiration makes the actor free and more conscious and

responsible than ever for his doings. I‘cue inspiration is the way to

freedom. to moral elevation, to a purer soul. to an enrichment of his own

and the other's soul with values of a purely Spiritual order.

All that we have said we may formulate as follows:

The Firnt Starts: The soul falls in love with a creative theme.

Th:- oupar-conoeious depths. heights. of the soul make this them their

own and rework it. Conaciouoly the actor lives through longing and anti-

cipation. The actor is active. as one who perceives.

Thu Second Stngg: From the depths of his soul rise images of

his fancy. The actor gives them life. X‘s-shapes and parfcota them by

the method of questions and modern. The actor gives all his powers

to the world of his imagination.

The Third Steve: The image of his fancy wants to embody itself

in the soul and body of the actor. The actor transforms himself, pre-

paring to conceive within him the picture of his imagination. lie imitates

it.

The Fourth Strum: Inspiration flares up. The actor becomes one

with the image and experiences himself as a threefold creature:

First ~ As a free, creative individuality with a hoifinened

and cleansed awareness:

Second - As a being of body and soul left under the spell

of the image of his fancy:

Third - As an image of fancy created by himself. living and

acting m' thin his body and soul.


